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We observe a series of sharp resonant features in the differential conductance of graphene-hexagonal boron nitride-graphene tunnel transistors over a wide range of bias voltages between 10 and 200 mV. We attribute them to electron tunneling assisted by the emission of phonons of well-defined energy. The bias voltages at which they occur are insensitive to the applied gate voltage and hence independent of the carrier densities in the graphene electrodes, so plasmonic effects can be ruled out. The phonon energies corresponding to the resonances are compared with the lattice dispersion curves of graphene-boron nitride heterostructures and are close to peaks in the single phonon density of states.

The discovery of the remarkable electronic properties of graphene1,2 has been followed by an upsurge of interest in other layered materials such as hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), the transition metal dichalcogenides and the III-VI family of layered semiconductors. These anisotropic layered materials have strong in-plane bonds of covalent character, whereas the inter-layer bonding arises from weaker van der Waals-like forces, so that crystalline flakes, one or a few atomic layers thick, can be exfoliated mechanically from bulk crystals. These developments have led to the realisation of a new class of materials, van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures, in which nanoflakes of different materials are stacked together in an ordered way3,4. These heterostructures possess unique properties which can be exploited for novel device applications. An example is a tunnel transistor in which a barrier is sandwiched between two graphene layers and mounted on the oxidised surface layer of a doped Si substrate6,7. The tunnel current flowing between the two graphene layers can be controlled by applying a gate voltage to the doped Si layer and arises predominantly from resonant processes in which the energy, in-plane momentum and chirality of the tunneling electron are conserved8,10.

Previous investigations of electron tunneling in a wide variety of metal-insulator diodes11 and conventional semiconductor heterostructures12 have demonstrated that electrons can tunnel inelastically, with the emission of one or multiple phonons. Atomically-resolved scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements on mechanically-cleaved graphene flakes with a tuneable back gate have revealed the presence of phonon-assisted tunneling13-16. The multi-component nature of our vdW heterostructure gives rise to a more complex set of lattice dispersion curves than for graphene17-21 and to phonon-assisted tunneling, as shown recently for a graphite-hBN-graphene transistor22. An impetus to the study of electron-phonon interactions is the recent discovery of superconductivity in graphene-based vdW heterostructures23-26.

Here we investigate tunnel transistors in which a ~1 nm layer of hBN is sandwiched between monolayer graphene electrodes. We observe a series of sharp resonant peaks in the electrical conductance over a wide range of bias voltage, gate voltage and temperature. This spectrum can be understood in terms of inelastic transitions whereby electrons tunneling through the hBN barrier emit phonons of different and well-defined energies between ~12 and 200 meV, covering the range of lattice phonon energies in these heterostructures. The resonances correspond closely to van Hove-like peaks in the single phonon density of states of the heterostructure, with the strongest peaks arising from the emission of low and high energy optical mode phonons.

A schematic energy band diagram of our device and circuit is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a). The bottom graphene layer is mounted on an atomically-flat hBN layer, placed above the silicon oxide substrate, and the active region of the device is capped with an hBN protective top layer. The tunnel current, I, was measured as a function of the bias voltage, Vb, applied between the two graphene electrodes and the gate voltage, Vg, applied across the bottom graphene electrode and the doped Si gate electrode.

Fig. 1(a) shows plots of differential tunnel conductance, G(Vb) = dI/dVb, measured at a temperature of T = 4 K. The form of the G(Vb) curves is strongly dependent on Vg. Close to Vg = 0, G ≈ 0 at all gate voltages. With increasing |Vb|, the conductance increases in a series of well-defined steps, indicated by vertical arrows. We at-
FIG. 1. Differential conductance of Device 1 at $T = 4$ K. (a) $G(V_b)$ for $V_g = -30$ V (red) to 30 V (blue) and intervals, $\Delta V_g = 2$ V. Inset: schematic band diagram of Device 1 with bias, $V_b$ and gate, $V_g$, voltages applied to the monolayer graphene electrodes which are separated by an hBN barrier of thickness $d = 0.9$ nm. $\mu_{b,t}$ are the chemical potentials of the bottom (b) and top (t) electrodes and $F$ is the electric field across the barrier. A phonon assisted tunnel process is shown schematically. (b) Color map of $dI/dV_b$ for a range of $V_g$ and $V_b$.

tribute each step to inelastic phonon-assisted tunneling in which an electron emits a phonon and tunnels from close to the Fermi energy in one electrode to an empty state near the Fermi energy in the other electrode, with the emission of a phonon of well-defined energy, $\hbar \omega_p$. Fig. 1(b) shows a color map of $G(V_b, V_g)$ in which some of these step-like features are discernible as a series of faint vertical striped modulations in the color map. Also visible is a dark blue, X-shaped region in which $G$ is small. This corresponds to the passage of the chemical potential through the Dirac point of the two monolayer graphene electrodes as $V_b$ and $V_g$ are varied; here the conductance is suppressed due to the small density of electronic states into which electrons can tunnel. Using an electrostatic model [7], which includes a small amount of doping in the bottom electrode (p-type, $2.5 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$) as a fitting parameter, we determine the condition for the intersection of the chemical potential with a Dirac point in each of the two graphene electrodes. The calculated loci of these intersections are shown by the yellow dashed line in Fig. 1(b); they correspond closely with the measured X-shaped low conductance region.

The vertical stripes in the $G(V_b, V_g)$ map are faint because the step-like modulation in $G(V_b)$ is only a small fraction of the total conductance. Most of the monotonic increase of $G(V_b)$ with $V_b$ can be partly eliminated by taking the second derivative, $dG/dV_b$, which reveals the weak but sharp phonon-assisted resonances more clearly. Fig. 2(a) shows a grey scale contour map of $dG/dV_b$, where $\alpha = |V_b|/V_b = \pm 1$. Here the phonon-assisted tunneling features appear as easily discernible bright vertical stripes, indicated by arrows, at well-defined values of $V_b$, at which $G(V_b)$ rapidly increases. These values are independent of gate voltage but their amplitudes at low $V_b$ are significantly stronger at large positive and negative values of $V_g$. We can exclude the possibility that the features are plasmon-related as the sheet density, $n$, in both graphene electrodes is strongly dependent on $V_g$; $n$ varies
from $\sim 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$ (holes) through zero to $\sim 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$ (electrons) between $V_g = -30 \text{ V}$ and 30 V. Even though the plasma frequency of carriers in graphene varies relatively weakly with $n \sim n^{1/4}$, plasmon-related resonances would have a significant gate voltage dependence which is not observed.

Since the bias voltage values, $|V_b|$, of the weak resonant features are independent of gate voltage and are the same in both negative and positive bias, we can display them more clearly by averaging over all sixty of the measured $\alpha dG/dV_b$ plots between $-30 \text{ V} < V_g < 30 \text{ V}$. This procedure reduces significantly the level of background noise. The result of this averaging procedure for Device 1 is shown in Fig. 3(a). It reveals the phonon-assisted resonances as a series of well defined peaks. The corresponding plot for another device, Device 2, is also shown. The overall forms of the two curves are qualitatively similar, with the exception of some notable differences e.g. the position of the strong peaks at high $V_b > 0.12 \text{ V}$.

To understand the physical origin of the peaks in Fig. 3(a), we compare them to the one-phonon densities of states of monolayer graphene (red curve) and a graphene-hBN bilayer (green); the lower three curves show the partial density of states associated with the predominant motion of the carbon, boron and nitrogen atoms in the bilayer; the solid and dashed curves show contributions by in- and out-of-plane phonons respectively. The full phonon dispersion curves of the graphene-hBN bilayer [17] are shown in Fig. 3(b).

The phonon density of states and the phonon dispersion curves were determined by using the “phonopy” package [28] with the force constants obtained by the finite displacement method [29, 30], using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [31, 32]. For the phonon density of states a tetrahedron smearing was applied for higher accuracy. A detailed description of the computational methods can be found in ref. [17].

At high bias, the two peaks labeled (i) and (ii) are close to the energies of the large densities of states associated with the weakly-dispersed, high energy optic phonons of monolayer graphene (Device 1) and a bilayer of graphene and hBN (Device 2). Note that peak (ii) at 130 meV in Device 2 is absent in Device 1. This energy corresponds closely to the flat region of the dispersion curve of the graphene-hBN bilayer near the K-point of the Brillouin zone, which arises predominantly from vibrations of the nitrogen atom. This difference, and the variation of the positions of peaks (i) and (ii), between the two devices may arise from small differences in the relative lattice orientation of the graphene and hBN layers in the device.

Both devices exhibit peaks around 110, 84 and 53 mV, labeled (iv), (v) and (vi), corresponding to prominent features in the calculated density of states plots and the flat regions of the dispersion curves. An interesting feature of the data for both devices is the strong peak (viii) at low bias, around 12 mV, which we attribute to the weakly dispersed low-energy phonons close to the $\Gamma$-point of graphene-hBN. This low-energy “out-of-plane” mode was intensively studied in inelastic X-ray spectroscopy measurement of bulk graphite and hBN [18]. Note that the resonant peak (vii) observed at 32 mV can be associated with a peak in the phonon density of states of the graphene-hBN bilayer which arises predominantly from the motion of the nitrogen atoms and corresponds to the flat region of the lowest-energy acoustic mode at $\sim 30$ cm$^{-1}$.
TABLE I. Phonon energies, $\hbar \omega_p$, and weighting factors, $T(i)$, used in Eq. (1) to obtain the fit to the experimental data shown in Fig. 2(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\hbar \omega_p$ (meV)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T(i)$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using this model, and including phonon emission processes at threshold energies corresponding to the values of $V_b$, we obtain the grey-scale plot in Figure 2(b), which simulates accurately with the measured data in Figure 2(a). In particular, the relative intensities of the vertical stripes are in good agreement with the measured data. At high positive and negative $V_g$, the asymmetry in the measured intensities of the resonances for positive and negative $V_b$ is replicated by the model. This confirms that the peaks arise from phonon-assisted tunneling of carriers from filled states near the chemical potential in one electrode into the empty states just above the chemical potential in the other.

In conclusion, our measurements reveal a rich spectrum of inelastic phonon-assisted electron tunneling processes in monolayer graphene - hBN - monolayer graphene tunnel transistors. They allow us to probe electron-phonon interactions in this type of device and identify spectroscopically the energies and nature of the emitted phonons. Our results suggest that slight misorientations of the component crystalline lattices of these vdW heterostructures may result in differences in the energies and intensities of the measured phonon-assisted tunnel transitions.
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